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For more information, please order the official invitation for camps in EEMA area: antila.markku@outlook.com

All info on this leaflet is subject to change if so defined in invitation letter
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ITA-01

25 June - 08 July Sailing, Fun and Culture Como lake D2042

Italy English

Max 16 applicant 8 boys and 8 girls 16 -17 years old
Camp fee 300€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp Full

ITA-02

02 July - 15 July Larino Trekking Camp Como lake D2042

Italy English

Max 12, 6 boys and 6 girls, Limited to one per
country 15 - 17 years old

Camp fee 200€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp Full

TAI-01

06 July - 26 July Explore Taiwan Cycling Camp Taoyuan D3481

Taiwan English

Max 20 participants 16 - 20 years old

Camp fee US$ 800 + Emergency

fund US$100 if not needed will be

refunded + trip to Taiwan +

insurance

Camp Full

NOR-01

11 August - 21 August EXPERIENCE THE SOUTHWESTERN NORWAY Stavanger D2250

Norway English

Max 12, 6 boys and 6 girls, Limited to one per country 17 -20 years old Trip to Stavanger + insurance

Camp Full

TUR-01

10 July - 23 July East Mediterranean Culture & Fun Camp Adana

Turkey English

14 - 17 years old
Camp fee 250€ + trip to Adana +

insurance

Camp Full

SWE-01

02 August - 12 August Sailing Camp Stockholm D2370

Sweden English

Max 25 boys and girls 18 - 20 years old
Camp fee 780€ + trip to Stocholm

+ insurance

Camp Full
Only youngsters who are interested in sailing life are advised to apply for the Camp! During the last period of the Camp can it be rough

sailing and hard work onboard! After sightseeing in Stockholm, daily sailtraning from Nynäshamn and then as a crewmember onboard a

sailing yacht.

LISÄTIETOJA ELI KOPION VIRALLISESTA KUTSUSTA , VOI TILATA KIRJEENVAIHTAJALTA.

Markku Antila EEMA (Europe, Eastern Mediterranian and Africa): antila.markku@outlook.com

Tässä tiedotteessa olevat tiedot sitoumuksetta. Virallinen tieto kunkin leirin kutsussa

Trekking on the mountains around Lake Como. During these fourteen days you will be guided to discover our region, through trekking

on the beautiful mountains of Lake Como and the surrounding areas of it. Two-days excursions in the mountains of the regions, up to

2.500 mt in Val Biandino and to Monte San Primo (1.800 mt) will be the most important events during the two weeks. Preparation to

them will be part of the program as well as medium-heavy trekking days; you will also visit Milan and Como. Definite programme will be

issued by the end of March.

Take a cycling round the is land of Taiwan is most exciting and challenging leisure activity during summer in Taiwan. You will travel

through most of the beautiful scenic spots is landwide, visit various tribes, experience different culture, savor various foods, enjoy sun

shine and a lot more. 10 day 950km cycling 11 - 20 July, Hospitaly of homestay 6 - 10 july.

Two weeks of sailing and fun in Lombardy, whcich includes a week of sailing school an a magnificient locallity of Como Lake and the

second week of pure fun and excursions, including Gardaland, Bellagio (pearl of the lake), go-kart race, laps on the track at the Monza

International Autodrome with Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and other super car. First week Sailing school, second week every day will

be organized wonderful trip and Cultural visits.

Thank you for your interest and participation to East Mediterranean Culture & Fun Camp. During this camp we are planning to explore

Adana and its surrounding cities, get acquainted with the rich culture, travel through history, and visit the ancient sites including the first

Christian church and touristic landmark locations such as Varda (James Bond) Bridge, and travel to Cappadocia to see the fairy

chimneys and have a lot of fun!

The 10 host clubs have been divided into three regional groups, each eager to share local attractions and traditions. The program

includes cultural events, sightseeing and historical tours, wilderness and fjord experiences, sampling Norwegian food and get-togethers

with locals - plus plenty of free time to build friendships with the other members of your group.The host clubs are: Lund, Sokndal,

Egersund, Nærbø, Bryne, Klepp, Ålgård, Sandnes, Sandnes Sør and Gand.
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TUR-02

09 July - 21 July The Mystery Of Mersin Mersin D2430

Turkey English

Max 16 participants 15 - 19 years old
Camp fee 400€ + Trip to Mersin +

insurance

ITA-03

30 June - 08 July Aria of Beauty Milan D2041

Italy English

Max 15 one boy or girl from each country 18 - 30 years old
Camp fee 800€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp Full

ITA-04

22 July - 29 July Sustainability & Sail Milan D2041

Italy English

18 - 30 years old
Camp fee 900€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp Full

ITA-05

24 June - 02 July Discover Milan Milan D2041

Italy English

Max 12 one per country 18 - 25 years old Camp fee 450 + trip to Milan

Camp Full

EGY-01

22 July -- 03 August Think Egypt “Egyptology”2023 camp Cairo D2451

Egypt English

Max 22 more than one per country 15 - 22 years old
Camp fee 690€ + trip Cairo +

insurance

Camp Full

NOR-02

19 June - 30 June PEACE, ART and SEA Moss D2260

Norway English

Max 12 6 girls and boys, one from each country 16 - 18 years old
Camp fee 100€ + trip to Oslo +

insurance

Camp Full

DEN-01

12 August - 26 August Camp Copenhagen Copehagen

Denmark English

Max 20 participants, girls and boys, max 2 per
country 18 - 25 years old

Camp fee DKK 2500 + trip to

Copenhagen + insurance

Camp Full

Participants stay together for all 14 days and are responsible for daily routines such as shopping, cooking, dishwashing and keeping the

lace tidy. You will have plenty of opportunities to develop relations and take responsibility. The Camp is a scout’s cottage like previous

years. All participants will sleep in the same dormitory, and the accomodation is simple cottage style, however, all applicances are

available. The camp is located in Nærum, 20 kilometres north of Copenhagen with easy transport to the City.

Jeløy Rotary Club has prepared a varied programme with theme-related activities in and around Moss. Our main focus is FRIENDSHIP.

We hope to give you a taste of Norwegian food and lifestyle, art (e.g. the painter Edvard Munch), recreational life (hiking and canoeing)

and seaside activities (swimming and boating). During the first week, an overnight stay will be arranged so that everyone can get to

know each other better. We also plan a day trip to Norway’s capital, OSLO, where we will visit landmark sights, including the

Holmenkollen ski jump, Vigeland sculpture park, Oslo opera house and he MUNCH MUSEUM !

Visit of Milan City Center, Team Building Activity , Walking through Milan, Tailoring Workshop, Photo Shooting - You are the Star,

Green Day - Bike Tour, Visit to “ La Scala” Opera House & “ La Scala Museum, Day dedicated to relax on Como Lake, Visit to Armani

Silos, etx.

09 July - Welcome 10 July - Spending Time with Family 11 July - Cilicia Regional Tour + Hotel Check-in 11-14 July - Hotel Camp

15 July - Spending Time with Family 16 July - Boat trip 17 July - Spending Time with Family 18 July - Picnic with Rotary Club

19 July - Bowling Tournament 20 July - City Tour 20 July - Meeting + Farewell Dinner + Change of Flag 21 July - Goodbye

Camp objective is to offer young people a unique learning and cultural experience related to an increasingly relevant topic for Rotary

and Society, the Sustainability, with focus on two key issues: renewable energy sources and low environmental impact agriculture.

Camp objective is to offer young people a unique cultural experience related to discover the beauty of music and their theatres through

the cities that were their cradle and source of inspiration. Italy is the country where musical opera was invented, in the 16th century, the

homeland of immortal composers such as Vivaldi, Rossini, Donizzetti, Bellini, Verdi, Puccini and Mascagni.

Egypt is probably the world's oldest civilization having emerged from the Nile Valley around 3,100 BC, historically. Egypt is probably one

of the oldest vacation spots. Early Greeks, Romans and others went there just for fun, and to see the wonders of some of mankind's

earliest triumphs. But Egypt is much more than Pyramids and monuments. It is also Red Sea scuba diving, hot night spots, luxury

hotels and five star restaurants. It is romantic cruises down the Nile on festive river boats, a night at the grand opera and it is a cultural

experience like none you have ever experienced. Egypt is a land bustling with life, sound, visual beauty and excitement.
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NOR-03

02 August - 14 August Coastal and Cultural Adventures Risor D2290

Norway English

Max 12 , boys and girls, one per country 18 - 20 years old
Camp fee 300€ + trip to

Sandefjord + insurance

Camp Full

DEN-02

05 August - 19 August Experience the lake district of central Denmark Skanderborg D1450

Denmark English

Max 20 participants, girls and boys, max 2 per
country 18 - 25 years old

Camp fee 150€ + trip to Denmark

+ insurance

Camp Full

DEN-03

16 July - 29 July Camp National park Thy Outdoor and Wildlife Aalborg

Denmark English

Max 23 participants, one boy and one girl per country 16 - 20 years old
Camp fee DKK 1000 + trip to

Aalborg + insurance

Camp Full

SWI-01

05 August - 20 August Ice to Lake - Camp 2023 Zurich D1980

Switzerland English

Max 20 participants 2 per country 19 - 25 years old

Camp fee CHF300 + trip to Zyrich

+ insurance

Camp Full

SWI-02

01 July - 15 July Swiss Mountain Adventure Camp Martigny D1990

Switzerland French, German and English

Max 26 participants 15 - 19 years old
Camp fee CHF1200 + trip to

Martigny + insurance

Camp Full

BEL-01

13 August - 26 August Flanders Summer Camp Brussel D2140

Belgium English

Max 20 participants, one girl or boy per country 18 - 24 years old
Camp fee 300€ + trip to Brussel +

insurance

Camp Fulll

DEN-04

29 July - 12 August Sailing Camp Bonavista 2023 Slagelse D1480
Denmark English

Max 15, girls and boys 17 - 23 years old
Camp fee 200€ + trip to Denmark

+ insurance

Camp Full

The main purpose of the camp is bringing young people together in order to build better understanding of other cultures and people

worldwide. Maybe the very best way to achieve this goal is sailing 6 days at a 108 year old sailing ship called Bonavista, where

everybody will have duties to perform and fun time together. You will set the sails, you will clean the deck, and you will in turn help

cooking, during the night watchout for other ships is needed, and maybe you will even steer the ship at times. In between just hang out

and be together, learning about each other little by little. The ship has a certified captain and crew member + two Rotarians on board.

In a group of about 20 young people from many different countries, we will show you the unbelievable diversity of our beautiful

Switzerland. You will get to know the country and its people with special reference to the topic of water. We will travel almost 500 km by

bus and train. In addition, we will hike to reach some special places like the Morteratsch Glacier and make some special experiences

there. We will do some landscape maintenance at “UNESCO-Biosfera Val Müstair”, as a meaningful contribution to sustainability. We

will also use the water partly for transport and above all for sporting activities.

The program of the camp is composed from the starting point of physical activities. Through experiences, which supports the desire to

show all the possibilities in the area, the program is focused on sustainability, healthy food and the strongness of the nature. We have

planned a tight program, and we expect participants to make the effort to meet us with sincerity and commitments. As a reward, you get

gratitude and widening of your horizons and will meet new challenges. Amongst the activities, you will be attending a two- day Hike,

each day on 12 km.

Risør is a small, seaside town and is famous for its white-painted wooden houses, its maritime heritage and a vibrant cultural life.

Jarlsberg Rotary Club invites you to Norway’s oldest town, Tønsberg. A walk through the town will show you history from Vikings’ boat-

building to Middle Age’s fortress, sailboats and damp ship, whale hunting and development to a modern city. The sea is always near.

Maybe there will be time for a fishing trip, swimming in the sea, a camp on an island, or… much more. Skien Vest Rotary club proudly

invites you to Telemark which is said to be Norway in a miniature.

A journey “where you arrive as an individual and leave as a team”. On the program: Discover Antwerp, teambuilding activities, day trips

to Bruges - the Venice of the North- , Ghent, Brussels, meeting with Rotary clubs and much more…Full accommodation and meals will

be provided by District 2140 and several Rotary Clubs of Antwerp Area. The team will stay in a Youth Hostel. More information will be

send after selection to the candidates & a detailed program will be sent on end June.

Two adventurous weeks in the Valais region of the Swiss Alps. Introduction to alpine environment and climbing on rock and ice for

beginners and medium level. They will also practice canyoning and via ferrata. Acquaintance with flora, fauna and geology. The camp is

supervised and led by professional mountain guides. Beginners are also welcome, provided they are active in sports. Applicants must

confirm that they are in excellent physical condition and are well trained.

This camp is all about enjoying the beautiful nature of central Denmark while getting introduced to modern Danish sosiety, which is

founded on democracy, education, food production and "HYGGE"! During the camp you will experience the unique nature of the lake

disctricts, where we will be hiking, canoeing, swimming and do mindful walks in the forests surroundings us.
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BRA-01

28 July - 06 August Amazon Camp 2023 Brazil Manaus D4730

Brazil English

Max 20 participants 15 - 19 years old
Camp fee US$ 1.750 + trip to

Brazil + insurance

Camp Full

SWI-03

29 July - 06 August Zurich - Little Big City Zurich

Switzerland English, German and French

Max 20 , 2 per country 18 -22 Years old
Camp fee CHF 300 + trip to

Zurich + insurance

Camp Full

AUS-01

22 July - 05 August Hike &Fun in the Heart of the Alpes in Tyrol Schwaz D1920

Austria English, German

Max 18 participants, max 1 boy and girl per country 17 - 20 years old
Camp fee 150€ + trip to Tirol +

insurance

Camp Full

ITA-06

17 June - 1 July Valtellina Iron Camp Sondrio D2042

Italy English

Max 12 , boys and girls, one per country 18 - 23 years old
Camp fee 400€ + Trip to Sondrio

+ insurance

Camp Full

ITA-07

09 July - 22 July Rowing on the Northern Lakes Camp D2042

Italy English

Max 12, 6 boys and 6 girls, Limited to one per country 15 - 17 years old
Camp fee 380€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp Full

TAI-02

17 July 30 July Discover Taiwan Through The Lens Kaohsiung D3510

Taiwan English

Max 20 participants 17 - 21 years old
Camp fee USD 800 + Trip to

Taiwan + insurance

Camp Full

DEN-05

19 August - 30 August Camp Djurs 2023 "The Danish Way" Aarhus D1440

Denmark English

Max 20 participants, one girl and boy per country 18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 200€ + trip to Denmark

+ insurance

Camp Full

Learning Rowing at Canottieri Gavirate, Varese. Founded in 1960, Canottieri Gavirate has over 200 members (10-13 years old). Gym,

training pool, etc. Beijing 2008 Olympic Gold in Adaptive Rowing. Home of Australian, British, Dutch team. Additionally: Sport activities

and site-seeing (swimming, BBQ, , Varese, the Lakes, Milan and more). Parents are requested to certify that the participant is fully

vaccinated for Covid.

Discover the city on a large and small scale. Get to know the culture and way of life together with new friends. We look forward to

showing you our little big city in the faces of countryside, people, education, history, culture and nature. You are in good physical shape,

open-minded and curious. We move around on foot, bybicycle, bypublic transport and by boat.

The AMAZON CAMP, which is focused on Sustainability, is a wonderful opportunity for the students, candidate for the RYEP, to visit

and learn about the most important rainforest in the world with Rotary Youth Exchange Program Support. And, in addition, your

students will be provided with the experience of diving into the Brazilian Culture. They are going to be able to live some days as a

Brazilian Family member

This is Valtellina and we invite you to come and experience it with us, travelling through 190 kms of wonderful scenery aided only by

sustainable means- bicycle, canoe and on foot, leaving behind no environmental footprint and seeing this beautiful world through your

own eyes. If you join us here, you’ll spend 14 unforgettable days of adventure, friendship, enjoyment and non-competitive challenges

where the only winner will be yourselves, arriving together in friendship, friendship that will stay with you forever. We look forward to

welcoming you to the Iron Camp.

The participants are all committed to be a part of the camp. Everybody must help shape the camp and shape each other. Our goal is to

broaden your minds! In the process we are going to visit several places in our local area such as educational institutions, local

companies and Aarhus, the European capital of culture 2017. Furthermore, you will have an overnight experience in our national park

without all technological interruptions. Everything we do, we do with a twist. We get you, the participants, to think about how you used to

do it and we will open your eyes for new possibilities. In addition, we will show you the Danish way of local innovation and of the famous

Danish “hygge”

The Rotary Club Schwazinvites young people to participate in an international summer camp to meet other youngsters from different

countries to get to know the beauties of the state of Tyrol, its history, culture and people. An integral part of the program is a challenging

5-days hiking experience in the heart of the Tyrolean Alpes with breaking views into some glaciers. The hike will require excellent state

of health and fitness, no fear of heights and proven experience in long distance hikes. We will have to manage daily distances of up to

6-7 hours hiking time and elevations up to1200m

The district is located in southern Taiwan and its area includes Kaohsiung City, Pingtung County and Taitung County. The area boasts

all-year-round sunny days, beautiful harborsand beaches, magnificent ocean, and majestic mountains! You can experience the bustling

city vibes as well as tranquil countryside. So, in this 14 days summer camp you will visit the state-of-the-art music centers, sunbath in

one of the most appraised beaches in the world, ride in the vintage trains driven by logomotive.etc
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FRA-01

16 June - 25 June Mountain Camp in the Catalan Pyrenees D1700

France English

Max 15 participants,
18 - 23 years old

Camp fee 600€ + trip to France +

insurance

Camp Full

FRA-02

10 July - 20 July Sports and Leisure Clermont D1740

France English and French

Max 12 participants, 6 boys and 6 girls one per
country 18 - 23 years old

Camp fee 550€ + trip to France +

insurance

Camp Full

ROM-01

01 August - 12 August Culture and tradition - Folklore, music and dance Maramures D2241

Romania English

Max 12 paricipants one boy or girl per country 17 - 25 years old
Camp fee 250€ + trip to Romania

+ insurance

Camp Full

DEN-06

01 August - 14 August Sailing with “Jensine” in the Danish South Sea Haderslev D1440

Denmark English

Max 11 participants 17 - 21 years old

Camp fee DKK1.000 + trip to

Denmark + insurance

Camp Full

FRA-03

24 June - 03 July Introduction to Sailing and Discovery of the Catalan CoastPerpignan D1700

France English & French

4 boys and 4 girls different countries 18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 500€ + trip to

Perpignan + insurance

Camp Full

CZE-01

22 July - 5 August Biking, Rafting and Sightseeing in Chechia Czechia D2240

Czech Repupublic English

Max 16, participants
16 - 18 years old

Camp fee 100€ + trip to Vaclav

Havel + insurance

Camp Full

To discover the wild life in the “Pyrenees” and to play mountain sport. Hiking, tree climbing, canyoning, mountain biking, “via ferrata”,

Rotary meetings, Actions, and so more…. Hosted in the Pyrenees by the organization of the Rotary Club Font-Romeu Pyrénées

Catalanes, young people from various countries will be invited to discover the valleys and mountains of Cerdagne and Capcir in their

richness and diversity, through activities nature, sporting connotations. 4 hikes are planned to remarkable sites, supervised by a

professional guide.

Haderslev is a town in southern Denmark, located on the beautiful east coast of the peninsula Jutland. The first days you will stay at

Rotarians home and see the Southern part of Denmark. After e few days the “summercampers” will go on board “Jensine of Haderslev”.

This is the oldest wooden sailing ship in Denmark. The guests are the crew! A certified Captain and 1st Officer will be in charge on

board.

The objective is to discover the French and Spanish Catalan Coast by sailing on a modern boat equipped with 4 double rooms with

bathrooms and WC and 2 sleeping points arranged for the skippers. Teaching the basics of sailing will be conducted by a professional

skipper assisted by a Rotarian member of the Rotary Club Perpignan Loge de Mer which will be housed in 2 independent rooms at the

front of the trimaran.

Sports and Leisure in Vichy and in the Auvergne area. Hosting : Accomodation in Hotel. Discovering Vichy. Orientation Game in the

city. Visiting the Puy de Dôme. Mountain Race competition. Discovering Street Art City in Lurcy-Lévis. Visit of Moulins. Day at Le Pal :

Attractions and Zoo.

every day we’ll learn a new traditional song or dance from Maramures. we’ll play tennis, we’ll go to the swimming pool, we take pictures

of the beautiful nature of the area. We’ll visit some nice towns of Romania. We’ll take part in some works of arrangements in the Muzeul

Maramuresan. Every evening will be organized dances and various entertaining games. we’ll visit the beautiful surroundings of the town

Sighet: the Merry cemetery in Sapanta (unique in the world) and the biggest wooden monastery in the world, the monastery complex

Barsana. we’ll climb on the top of Gutin mountain, the highest mountain in the area.

First week - biking through forest pathways and country roads, sightseeing, visits of historic monuments of the region, different kind of

sporting and cultural activities – for example visit of local theatre and familiarization with its function and facilities or visit of blacksmiths

workshop with demonstration of arts and crafts. Second week – rafting tour on Vltava river. Vltava river snakes its way from the forest

of South Bohemia through Prague, its meanders and natural surroundings are breathtaking. Participants will discover its beauties while

rafting. Nature, sport activity and fun, all in one! During the second week you will also visit a lot of historical monuments (monastery,

castles).One day you will spend in Austria – city of Freistadt. At the end of your stay you will move to Prague where you will have 1 - 2

days to enjoy this famous and beautiful city – capital of Czechia.
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CZE-02

30 July - 12 August Souht Bohemia Summer Camp Tabor D2240

Czech Republic English

Max 16 participants, 8 boys and 8 girls 15 - 18 years old
Camp fee 120€ + tirp to camp +

insurance

Camp Full

CZE-03

30 July - 12 August Sightseeing and Hiking in Bohemian Forest and BavariaPraha D2240 -D1880

Czech - Germany English

Max 15 paricipants, one boy or girl per country 18 - 20 years old
Camp fee 270€ + trip to camp +

insurance

Camp Full

CZE-04

15 July - 26 July Biking and Hiking Prague D2240

Czech English

Max 8, 4 boys and 4 girls 15 - 18 years old

Camp fee 200€ + trip to Prague +

insurance

Camp Full

CZE-05

24 June - 8 July Violin or Guitar Making Camp in Cheb – CZECHIA Prague D2240

Czech English

Max 10 participants, 15 - 18 years old

Camp fee 600€ + trip to Camp +

insurance

Camp Full

FRA-02

10 July - 20 July Sport and Leisure Vichy D1740

France English, France

Max 12 participants, 6 boys and 6 girls
18 - 23 years old

Camp fee 550€ + trip to Camp +

insurance

Camp Full

TUR-03

13 July - 26 July Outdoor and sport camps at Mount Uludag Bursa D2420

Turkey English

15 participants, one boy or girl each country 13 - 16 years old
Trip to Istanbul + insurance

Camp Full

Workshop at the Violin Making School in Cheb Visit Prague. Sport activities, swimming, football, bike tour, etc. Detailed program will be

sent to each participant.

This camp is for young people who enjoy sports, nature and being with friends from all over Turkey and the world. Hiking, climbing, rope

courses first-aid training etc.

Day 1.-9. Biking in The South Bohemia region, Sightseing in Prague, Tabor, Laser Games, Sport, Castles. Day 10.-12. Hiking in the

National Park Šumava, Nature and Sport

Sightseeing, visit of historical monuments in the region. Hiking, sport activities in nature. Visit of Prague and Munich. Detailed program

will be sent to each participant.

Discovering Vichy . Orientation Game in the city. Visiting the Puy de Dôme. Mountain Race competition. Visit of Moulins.Day at Le Pal

: Attractions and Zoo. Yacht Club : Catamaran and Paddle. Participants must be at ease in water, able to swim, (bring your swimsuits),

quite athletic

seeing towns and historical sights in the South Bohemia, sport activities (biking, hiking, golf and water sports) in the South

Bohemian area (included Šumava mountains), two-day trip to Prague, cultural activities PLEASE NOTE! The program is

focused on sport activities. That is why all participants must be good swimmers and must be able to hike at least 20 km and to bike at

least 50 km a day
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TUR-04

30 July - 09 August THE CRADLE OF CIVILISATIONS Istanbul D2420

Turkey English

Max 10 participants, 5 boys and girls 16 - 21 years old
Camp feev 300€ + trip to Istanbul

+ insurance

Camp Full

TUR-05

22 June - 30 June Tastes of Istanbul Istanbul D2420

Turkey English

Max 12 participants, 6 boys and 6 girls 18 - 22 years old
Camp feev 300€ + trip to Istanbul

+ insurance

Camp Full

BRA-02

10 August - 22 August From Mountain to Sea Natal D4500

Brazil English

Max 12 girls and boys 15 - 19 years old
Camp fee 600€ + trip to Natal +

insurance

Camp Full

NOR-04

31 July - 9 August East Norway - From Mountain to Coast Oslo D2310

Norway English

Max 12 participants 6 boys and 6 girls
17 - 20 years old

Camp fee 400€ + trip to Oslo +

insurance

Camp Full

SPA-01

02 July - 09 July Maspalomas Las Palmas D2201

Spain, Gran Canaria English

Max 35 participants
18 - 25 years old

Camp fee 395€ + trip to Las

Palmas + insurance

Camp Full

POL-01

20 July - 3 August Learn about Polish history and Poland today Warszawa D2231

Poland English

Max 12 - 15, 6 boys and 6 girls

15 - 18 years old

Camp fee 400€ + trip to Poland +

insurance

Camp Full

Tastes Istanbul is cultural camp that provides unfogettable experiences and memories to its participants. The camp includes many

opportunities to try, experience and even practice Turkish cuisine and also sightseeing of historical tourisitic places all over Istanbul.

Various programs in Istanbul to introduce this “Queen of the Cities” as it was once called in the Middle Ages. There will be excursions to

nearby places as well as swimming, sightseeing, visiting historical places and museums.

Travel in time with us to learn about the grand Polish history, get to enjoy the modern hustle and bustle of Poland’s big cities Warsaw,

Łódź and Tricity of Gdańsk, Sopot and Gdynia and in the end – get into Polish nature. you will discover on an old warship that fought in 

World War II. you will relax on the Baltic beach in the famous seaside resort that has always been Sopot town. You will also spend time

with Polish families, who will host you in their homes, giving you the opportunity to deep dive into Polish culture, cuisine and relations.

cultural recreational activity, 40% of the time takes place in conferences and workshops on Peace and Conflict Resolution, in its

broadest aspect, speaking from international conflicts, as well as the use of social networks, conflicts schoolchildren and gender

violence; the other 60% of the time is spent in sports activities, surfing, swimming pool, excursions, with a playful approach.

During the Camp "From Mountain to Sea", students will have the opportunity to visit outstanding sites in our district and to live with

Brazilian families for some days in a SHORT TERM FAMILY TO FAMILY PROGRAM. They will also have the opportunity to get to know

a social project that offers free surfing lessons to underprivileged children.

The Royal Cobalt Works has a long history and was established as early as 1776. For over 100 years, thousands of people worked to

extract cobalt from the deep mines at Modum. This special metal was used to make cobalt blue paint - which in turn was supplied to the

entire world’s porcelain and glass industry. In fact, between 1773 and 1893, Norwegian cobalt extraction accounted for as much as 80

% of the world’s production!
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